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The Foundation

The foundation of
as solid as

it

is in

this university is

measure

significant

because of the substantial endowment
that undergirds it. This endowment, of
course, derives from the generosity and

But it
is the result as well of further contributions from many others over the
vision of the founder himself.

past 75 years

and also of the careful

stewardship that
its

growth.

Beyond

—

in turn

or built

has fostered

upon

—

this

base

of financial viability have been two further points of orientation.

summarize most succinctly

One
in

I

can

Edgar

Odell Lovett's phrase, "liberal and technical learning."

for

example,

in

The other

is

years of the university and
which has been insisted on ever since,
as a place where a single faculty is devoted both to teaching and to research.
That liberal and technical learning
in the first

Place

in

evident,

Julian Huxley's

conception of Rice, u hich he expressed

are just about evenly balanced in terms

of numbers of student majors and faculty

members

distinguishes Rice from

such schools as M.I.T. and Cal Tech.
Rice has always had the collective vision to be what our name only later be-

came: a university. For sound historical
reasons that took into account the most
pressing needs of this region. Rice did

focus

on the sciences and engiBut from the beginning, this

initially

neering.

proclaimed devotion to
and art. Over the years, the sciences and engineering ha\e continued to
be areas of strength. But we ha\ e also
culti\'ated letters and the arts, nicludine
institution also
letters

tJ^l^i^U^.'^MM'^^^M.^im^ ^^.;0::^^^^:^^M^:^^^-^iJ:^M
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architecture

and music

—

more

and,

institutions that for the

ing administration.

gone

we have from

higher education: the liberal arts college

members

not only teach but also conduct research.

and the major research university.
We all have our models of out-

In this connection the role of graduate

standing liberal arts colleges.

students even in the early years has been

Swarthmore in
Pennsylvania, Amherst in Massachusetts, and Carleton in Minnesota.

ginning insisted that faculty

Graduate students were not
any formal capacity to teach
undergraduates. That was clearly and
significant.

null

their

the be-

Similarly,

M

two types of
most part have
separate ways in American

short, continue to integrate

re-

cently, also the social sciences, includ-

deployed

in

unambiguously the task of the faculty.
Yet from the beginning, leaders of the
institution, including in particular Edgar

list

On my

are such places as

There

a less well-developed tradition

is

of distinguished liberal arts colleges

on the West Coast. But Pomona
California

fits

have

in

What such

the pattern.

cominon

Odell Lovett, have also recognized the

liberal arts colleges

great educational potential of

an unambiguous focus on undergraduate

encouraging interaction between

education

graduate and undergraduate students.

be sure, faculty

Here, Julian Huxley's orientation

is

again instructive. Shortly after he
joined the Rice faculty

brought from London a student
as his lab assistant, Joseph

to serve

Davies by

name. Davies combined his lab duties
with further study and eventually received his Ph.D.

In 1929, he

Rice.

at

joined the faculty and for

many

years

such colleges are

often distinguished scholars, particularly

But the overall
emphasis remains on
undergraduate education, and in areas
like the sciences and engineering the
sources for major research efforts are
in the

1912, Huxley

in

humanities.

institutional

outstanding liberal arts colleges,

ment. In short, Davies exemplifies a

would,

1

expect, have

pattern of contributions to research and

in

teaching appropriate to the various

search universities.

member

student to beginning faculty

senior professor. That pattern

nonn

here:

interaction

among

is

to

the

learners,

including undergraduate with graduate
students, but with central responsibility

for instruction at

all

levels assigned to

the faculty.

These then are the foundations on
which we are building: substantial fi-

tainly include

list

The

would

re-

cer-

such places as Harvard,

and the

University of California

Berkeley.

at

These universities also educate undergraduates. But over the years more and
more emphasis has been placed on
graduate education and research.
What distinguishes Rice from virtually all of the 3,000 other colleges and
to

—

is

that

we

are

embodying both kinds of

the liberal arts college and
major research university. Our aim
not a compromise between the two:

the

technical learning in letters, science, and

is

and a unitary faculty committed to
teaching and research with both underoraduate and graduate students.

combining features of

art;

liberal arts

educa-

some concem for research and
scholarship. Instead, we intend to be
tion with

both kinds of institutions
strength and in

Building

of major

the University of Chicago,

institutions

the word, devoted to liberal as well as

we

difficulty

list

universities in the country

sense of

forts; a university in the full

little

agreeing on a short

committed

nancial support that undergirds our ef-

re-

simply not available.
While any two of us might have
somewhat different examples of

thereafter chaired the biology depart-

stages in the progression from graduate

is

and sciences. To

in the arts
at

in

Now Under Way

identities to

ways

in full

that allow the

two

mutually reinforce and

strengthen one another.

To embody visions
dreamed of many years

of Rice
ago,

We

first

build on the solid foundations which

I

our forebears established. In particular
we must develop further our identity
as a university

whose focus on under-

graduate education also includes serious
research and scholarship across the areas

of

letters, science,

and

art.

We

must,

are not alone in this intention.

Other universities share similar aspiraam convinced that the
tions. But

we must

in

number of
gaged

in

institutions seriously en-

sustaining this double identity

can be counted on the fingers of one
hand. Of those universities that

historically

have had

surpassed anywhere, including

double

this

commitment, the pressures of highpower research have increasingly moved
faculty members away from intimate
involvement

undergraduate education.

in

undergraduates

has

liberal arts college

not

—continued

to

dis-

and professional accomplish-

arship,

developing our double identity as

In

we must

resist the

temptation to imitate other larger and

or has

better-known institutions. Put positively, we must think through and im-

shape our major

have continued

institutions that

major university, with

search university,

—

Conversely, those

universities.

in liberal

also realize our

both liberal arts college and major re-

which the model of the

the extent to

we

tinguished programs of research, schol-

of

in the instruction

a significant index of

is

identity as a

if

ment.

In this respect, the role of graduate

teaching assistants

only

arts colleges,

to focus

plement a strategy

in

which we

target

on undergraduate education almost
invariably have neither the traditions

areas of distinctive strength, opportuni-

nor the resources for participation

is

major research

relatively small scale

an asset. To identify such targets of

opportunity, or ecological niches,

projects.

crucial that

It is

which our

ties in

in

we continue

to nur-

process

ture our distinctive identity as both a

stantial

and a major research
university. To do so we must continue

sources over the past three years.

liberal arts college

In particular,

uates.

we continue

imperative ihat

is

it

members

directly

course work, but also

in

in

do want

I

to

emphasize

that the in-

tention infomiing our deliberations and

in

fomial

personal advis-

simply

to imitate other institutions.

That means building on collaborative
efforts more readily achieved here be-

ing or counseling and in the social and

cause our relatively small scale

cultural life of the colleges.

ciple

At the same time,

if

we

are to con-

tinue to offer the unsuipassed education
to

v.'\\\

to build distinctive strength rather than

and centrally

—not only

their education

I

actions has been to select areas in which

to attract outstanding un-

dergraduate students and to involve
faculty

the

not rehearse that entire process now.

But

on the education of undergrad-

to focus

is

which we have invested subenergy and considerable rein

which Rice undergraduates have be-

—though

enough

in the past

in practice

in prin-

not often

—allows

interaction

become virtual
and more differentiated

across lines that have

chasms

in larger

come accustomed, we must be able to
attract faculty members as outstanding

institutions.

as the best that have been appointed in

described the five institutes and cehters

the past.

To do

that,

we have

to say to prospective faculty

"If

you come

to Rice,

you

to

be able

members.

will

have

the opportunity to teach outstanding

undergraduates

in

numbers, and we
that.

But you

you

have a

will also

to

do

critical

mass of colleagues and adequate facilities and such collateral resources as library collections and equipment to allow
you to be at the cutting edge of your
own research and scholarship and professional accomplishment." Unless we
are able to be persuasive on both points,

we

will not

succeed

in

cruit the best faculty

we

fail

there,

continuing to

members. And

over time

we

will also

reit

no

longer be able to attract the best students.

In

sum. we

that

annual report for

we have

last year.

I

identified in our en-

hancement program. Each of those
institutes and centers illustrates patterns
of research and scholarship that cut
across traditional disciplinary divisions.

refreshingly small
will require

my

In

in this institution,

with our special traditions, will be able
to offer an undersiraduate education un-

Those centers and

institutes are enlisting

the participation of
vital faculty

many of our most
am excited

members.

I

about that de\elopment. But

I

will not

repeat the descriptions provided in last

year's report. Instead.

I

will

draw on

our emerging experience with our new
centers and institutes to illustrate what
take to be

I

two major challenges con-

fronting this and other universities in
the next quarter-century.

The

first

of

those challenges entails the complex of

compressed into the current buzzword "competitiveness." This set of isissues

.

sues

is

in turn related to the

challenge

I

will outline,

second

namely

the

process of internationalization of cul-

ture,

and therefore also of education,

way and will
momentum in the coming

ah'eady well under

is

further

that

gain

quarter -century.

Competitiveness

The theme of competitiveness and
such

cio.sely related

technology transfer

preoccupations as
call attention to

po-

on universities to produce
research that is more and more applied,
that promises economic benefits in
tent pressures

relatively short order, that will support,

or even initiate, a resurgence of

American capacity to capture market
share. Even such bastions of so-called
pure or fundamental research as the
National Science Foundation exemplify

tendency. Certainly, the

this

NSF-

sponsored Engineering Research Centers
and its Science and Technology Centers
illustrate the pattern

accelerate the

of efforts to

movement from discovery

to application.

One of our most distinguished
alumni, Roland Schmitt, expresses this
intention forcefully.

delivered

in his

In a 198.^ address,

capacity as Chair of the

National Science Board, he
the thinking behind the

summed up

new NSF

initiatives:

hclieve thai the iiuiin

/
ill

which

c'lii^inceriiiii

wax

research

eJiicalion can coiitrihiite to the
iiiternalinnal competitive position
of the U lilted States is liy hridgiiii;
and shortening the i;ap lietween
tlie

Its
(

i^eneralion of knowlediie and
application in the marlcetp/ace.

"Engineering Research and Interna-

tional Competitiveness" in

The New

Engineering Research Centers,
Washington: National Academy
Press. 1 9S6, p. 19.)

It is

not,

Schmitt argues, the

generation of basic scientific knowledge
that
itly

is the problem. The Japanese tacadmit American strength in this area

by investing

2..'i

times as

much money

for university and non-profit research

laboratories outside Japan
the U.S.

—

—mainly

as they spend in their

country. Instead, the problem

is

in

own
the

length of time

new

it

takes us to transfer

knowledge to commercial
It is to meet this com-

scientific

application.

petitive challenge that Schmitt calls for

new

initiatives like the

Engineering

Research Centers to bridge gaps between
universities and industry, between
technical development and marketing
within industry, and among the various
engineering disciplines them.selves.

Rice's three institutes in the
sciences and engineering engage precisely the issues

on which Schmitt and recent

National Science Foundation initiatives
focus. The clusters cut across conventional disciplinary lines, including
in two cases the even larger division
between science and engineering. The
Rice Quantum Institute draws its fellows from the departments of space
physics and astronomy, physics, chemistry, electrical and computer engineering, and mechanical engineering and

The

Institute

of

Biosciences and Bioengineering

in-

materials science.

cludes

members from

biology,

biochemistry, chemistry, chemical
engineering, and environmental science

and engineering. The Computer and
Infonnation Technology Institute

elicits

collaboration from computer science,

mathematical sciences, and computer

and

electrical engineering.

in

each

institute,

we

are also work-

ing to establish solid relationships with
industrial sponsors.

In

some

cases, the

connectuin between fundamental

re-

search and development of marketable

products

is

quite direct.

matic example of

The most

dra-

this direct univer-

sity/industry connection

is

the research

of George Schroepfer and his colleagues

on compounds

that affect the levels

of

cholesterol in blood. But other re.searchers also

have very substantial

teraction with industrial sponsors.

in-

Ken

Kennedy with I.B.M.. Riki Kobayashi
with the Gas Research Institute, John
Dennis with Shell Development, and
Angelo Miele with Boeing are examples.

Even more closely related to cornumerous spe-

porate sponsors are the
cific projects

through

undertaken for industry

REDDI,

the Rice Engineering
Design and Development Institute, over

the past ten years.
In the years

will

need

and decades ahead, we

to continue to nurture research

that cuts across traditional disciplinary

—
— which

and departmental lines and to maintain
solid working relationships with indus-

ples of research centers or institutes

At the same time, we
toward interdisciplinary research and collaboration with
industry that deflect us from our central
institutional purposes. Navigating in
and through those crosscurrents will be
a critical assignment for all of us in the

have spun off

trial

partners.

should

resist pressures

In the case of multidisciplinary re-

search and scholarship, the assignment
critical precisely

because such

search offers the prospect of a

As

in scale like Rice.

we may

com-

we

Where

laboration rests.

in effect

here and elsewhere,

who

re.searchers

it

col-

multidisci-

nection to departments or to any but the

most specialized students. To counter

has drawn together

bring solid grounding

and rigorous competence

in their

we are inmembers of our centers

this strong centrifugal force,

sisting that all

and

institutes

be appointed
in

ing and other duties with departmental

We

colleagues.

prise that in this process of negotiation,

seek to have more auand resources under their direct
control while department chairs and
deans stress the need for integration into
overall plannmg and budgeting. But the
institute directors

own

fact that the respective positions are

leagues similarly grounded

less interesting

other

In short, successful inter-

several disciplines.

sity

all

education

in

As with

context of univer-

general and of this uni-

One of

the great

between
and industry, bridging gaps
is neither a simple nor an easy assignment. Here again Schmitt is instruc-

and centers

that they allow

is

us to build a critical mass of colleagues

and scholarship while

tive.

still

providing faculty appointed to offer a

as he emphatically calls for

—between generating
marketplace — he
warns against
knowledge and applying

becomes compelling when we

consider the often disconcerting effects

it

in the

also

construing universities as

little

more

than "job shops for industry."

The experience of

balanced educational curriculum. This
attraction

Even

bridging the gap between universities

and industry

attractions of our multidisciplinary

for research

multidisciplinary collab-

universities

re-

more compelling

the

versity in particular.

institutes

no

less crucial for

oration, so in relationships

This fact about collaborative
in the

the process

years ahead.

well-developed achievements within the

when viewed

makes

—and no

the identity of this university in the

disciplinary collaboration presupposes

search becomes

memo-

the university.

quite predictable

fields.

are developing

academic administration of
It will come as no sur-

the overall

disciplines to collaborate with colin

to regular

which they share teach-

thority

worked well

plinary investigation has

or-

that integrate their investigations with

a result,

undermine the base on which the

own

with only the most tangential con-

centers or institutes to establish patterns

be so tempted to focus on this

comparative advantage that

totally into their

at

randa of understanding with each of the

re-

parative advantage to an institution

small

bits

departments,

next quarter-century.

is

other universities, of course

Institute

is

the Rice

Quantum

illuminating on this issue.

Certainly the investigations of R.Q.I.

of premature interdisciplinarity. Student

researchers bear on a host of practical

or faculty learners cannot contribute ef-

and, in the long run, even commercially

fectively to multidisciplinary investigations

if

they are, to put

cutely, undisciplined.
crucial that

it

perhaps too

It is,

we continue

therefore,

to offer a bal-

anced curriculum not only for the benefit of undergraduate education, but also
for the long-term viability of even the
most emphatic multidisciplinary research.
In organizing
tutes,

we have

ciplinary

our centers and

the tension

dis-

competence and multidisci-

plinary investigation very

mind.

insti-

between

We

all

know of

too

much in
many exam-

applicable concerns.

of

new

The development
more efficient
examples. But it is

materials or of

catalytic agents are

even more emphatically the case that
R.Q.I, focuses on fundamental research,
on understanding at the most basic level
of atomic structure. Those of us who
have the pleasure of listening to Rick
Smalley talk about the new carbon
cluster, buckminsterfullerene, that he

and

his colleagues

described, have a

have discerned and
glimmer of the delight

tribution

measured

such quantifiable

in

societal terms will be

maximized only

of discovery that animates the investigations under way in R.Q.I. That

we

delight in discovery

unsurpassed undergraduate education

—

both a liberal arts college committed to

at least in the first

instance independent of questions of

marketable applications

—

what

is

distinguishes intellectual inquiry

at this

and other leading universities. It is.
accordingly, crucial to our very identity

we

as a research university that

intentionally distinguished from training,
and a research university devoted to fundamental discovery as well as application.

resist

pressures to

become preoccupied with
short-term economic payoffs at the cost

Internationalization

of the disciplined, long-tenn. fundamen-

A second challenge confronting
Rice and other universities in the next
quarter- century is that of responding to

tal

inquiry that constitutes our irre-

placeable contribution.

Unwillingness to resist pressures
toward preoccupation with short-term
payoffs endangers not only research but
have suggested that
also education.
I

failure to restrain the centrifugal

tendency

increased and still-increasing interaction

among

cultures and the correlative

internationalization of education.

defines our response

is

once again our
That scale is

relatively small scale.

undermines not only the overall integra-

definitive in the literal sense:

commu-

it

available to us.

cific disciplinary instruction of students.

ous instance,

it

To

take the most obvi-

rules out developing a

many

Similarly, preoccupation with the short-

specialized competence in

term economic payoffs of re.search has a

particular cultural traditions that

in

educational programs that

are excessively

concerned with practical

preparation for employment.

This university,

like all

other lead-

increasingly influence us

institution.

of resisting this careerist or vocational

sities are

professional programs,

in

we have

complement

competence.

We

University of California

to specialized

need to continue
tendency to focus all

but exclusively on a central area of interest.

The tensions here

are

endemic

In that sense, all univer-

unavoidably provincial.

with institutions like Harvard or the

will

to press against the

Of course,

But even a cursory comparison of Rice

our

insis-

ted on a broad general education as the

required

all.

of the

no university can have specialized
competence in all of the traditions that
would be represented in a truly global

ing universities, has a proud tradition

conception of education. Even

quite

sharply limits the range of options

nity of inquiry but also the quite spe-

counterpart

For

us at Rice, perhaps the feature that most

of interdisciplinary research centers

tion of the university as a

to

at

Berkeley

demonstrates that our relatively small
scale has costs in terms of coverage and
depth

in the

study of particular cultural

traditions.

Accordingly,

we must

take

all

the

the enteiprise. especially in such pro-

more care

grams

and

lenge of internationalization.

we

never assemble the specialized com-

as engineering, architecture,

music. But just as

must not become,

in

our research

in effect, a

job shop

for industry, so in our education

must always

insist that

we

are

we

more

than simply a training school that turns

in

our response to the chal-

We

in

represented

of East Asian Languages and Civilizations at Harvard.

sum, even as we develop further
our collaboration with business and industry, we must preserve what defines
our distinctive contribution to that col-

rival the resources the University

In

The contribution

certainly

will

Chinese and Japanese studies
in the Fairbank Center, the
Yenching Institute, and the Department

petence

out competent professionals.

laboration.

if

also nurture our double identity as

California

at

Nor

will

we ever

of
Berkeley has invested in

Persian or Tibetan or Korean language
studies.

But with care we can develop

strength precisely where such special-

includes research that promises eco-

ized programs are characteristically

nomic

weak: we can focus our attention on
comparative questions all too readily

benefits and education that pre-

pares our graduates superbly to pursue
distinguished careers. But this con-

ignored or avoided by specialists with
colleagues also specializing in the

many
same

tradition.

Maximizing our advantage of
tively small scale

is

rela-

the strategy un-

when placed in a comparative context.
The fact that Michael Fischer and

derlying our development of both the

others in our anthropology department

Center for the Study of Institutions and

are playing a leadership role in the

Values and the Center for Cultural
Studies. In the case of the Center for
the Study of Institutions and Values the

Center for Cultural Studies is very
important in this regard. Unlike most
of the humanities and the social sciences

emphasis

is

on collaboration among
all devoted to

as they have developed in

Western

multiple disciplines,

universities, cultural anthropology has

understanding social processes. In-

persistently directed attention to cultures

vestigations that are international and

other than our own.

comparative are certainly not excluded,

historians achieve the

though they are not the focus of attention. But consideration of just this
comparative dimension is what the
Center for Cultural Studies invites and
in the end demands. Interpreting word
or action, text or institution in one cultural setting becomes immediately more

tending to periods other than the pre-

well as time.

complex and more sharply delineated

versities,

In principle,

same

effect in at-

sent; literary critics, in reading texts

from a variety of contexts. But in practice, comparative questions come into
sharpest focus from perspectives that include significant differences of place as

Yet even in our major uniphilosophy departments have in

fact

been departments of Western phi-

losophy, history departments have been

almost exclusively departments of
European and Ainerican history, and

economics and political science departments have studied almost only
Western societies. Departments of anthropology and sociology and religion
have been partial exceptions. But overall, the humanities and social sciences
as taught and learned in our universities
have been quite provincial.

Over

the next generation, this uni-

versity, like others, will

become

in-

creasingly international in the scope of

our teaching and scholarship. In our

we will not, however,
compete with other larger,

appointments
tempt

more

to

at-

differentiated universities in the

depth of specialized competence

in par-

we

ticular cultural traditions. Instead, as

strengthen existing departments

consider

how

interaction

we

will

among scholars
may in-

with different specializations

crease our comparative understanding of

and cultural processes. In this
will over time move beyond the
provincialism of Western academic
social

way we

disciplines.

Signs of
evident.

In

new

patterns are already

our English department,

program in world
which our other departments of language and literature would
also participate. The history department
is examining ways to enhance attention
to Asian traditions, including Western
Asia or the Middle East. Similarly, dethere

is

interest in a

literature, in

partments like anthropology, sociology,
and religion are eager to strengthen the

comparative dimension of their programs. We will also have to address
our deficiencies in Latin American and
African and. closer to home, Afro-

American and Mexican-American

tradi-

tions.
In all

such

efforts,

we

will

have

to

exercise great care to concentrate our
limited resources on appointments that

strengthen the collaborative efforts of
our centers. The centers are crucial if
the whole is to be more than the sum of
small and otherwise quite isolated and
disparate parts.

The

centers must in ef-

fect generate the centripetal force re-

quired to counterbalance the centrifugal

tendency of area specializations and their
respective scholarly guilds.

This internationalization of both
teaching and scholarship will over time

In the humanities, arts,

and social sciences as well
as in the natural sciences

and engineering, we are
developing an international
community of scholars who
collaborate in studying vari-

ous human

traditions.

also have

its

impact on personnel here,

dergraduates as well as graduate students,

even as more and more

both student and faculty. Paradoxically,

will enroll here,

the fields least attentive to cultural dif-

Rice students spend a semester, a year,

ferences are ahead of

or (in the case especially of graduate

this respect.

other areas in

all

The sciences and engineer-

students

even longer

)

at universities

ing are to a very impressive degree al-

abroad. In sum, while

ready international communities of

solidify our base in our

quiry.

some

In

areas

—

in-

take civil en-

gineering as an example

—advanced

stu-

dents are already predominantly from

abroad, and faculty

members

from

Europe but also from Asia. Indeed,
across the spectrum of the sciences and
engineering, there are very extensive in-

exchanges within a worldwide community of mutual respect.

ternational

In the humanities, arts,

sciences,

where

much more

and social

we

continue to

immediate

re-

will also build an increasingly

varied national and international

community
be

include

substantial representation not only

gion,

we

Rice will as a result

here.

once both

at

local

community of

a

and global,

inquiry that

is

both

intimate in scale and inclusive in scope,

ranging from a strong presence of
Texas people and traditions to at
least a modest representation of major
communities from across the nation and

around the world.

cultural differences are

salient as variables in the

objects of study, the subjects undertak-

Alternative Futures

ing the investigation are paradoxically

much

an international community.

less

Here, too, however,

we

are

moving

more and more toward collaboration
across national boundaries, as

comes

be-

it

clearer that the provincialisms

of even the recent past are less and less
tenable.

Instead of accepting inter-

developed more or

less

observers from outside a culture,

coming decades aim

will in the

also pose the alternatives that Rice faces
in

pretations of personal, social, and
cultural life

and
and research, I have selected two examples
of challenges that confront Rice in the
quarter-century ahead. I can, however,
In discussing "competitiveness"

internationalization of education

more general
do

will

by

In closing,

what

The

first

option

most seductive one.

is in
It is

to

move ahead

aggressively so as to negotiate the

of the traditions under scrutiny

transition that the University of

is

shared and af-

is

it

Chicago and Stanford managed

in the

fimied by insiders as well as outsiders.

decades following the Second World

We

to

will be able to

standard because

aim

in the

at this

high

humanities,

arts,

and social sciences as well as in the
natural sciences and engineering, we are
developing an international community

who collaborate
human traditions.

of scholars
various

The

in

studying

and other major
worldwide will be an in-

result for this

universities

creasingly international

teaching and learning.

community of
Faculty members

grounded in other traditions will hold
appointments here. Similarly, Rice
faculty will increasingly study and teach
at universities abroad
not only, as is
already often the case now, in international meetings of natural scientists and
engineers, but also in extended appointments in the humanities, arts, and social
sciences. At the same time, increasing
numbers of students from abroad, un-

—

see

a sense the

derstand that an adequate representation

achieved only when

I

I

as three options that stand before us.

we

to un-

terms.

that with reference to

become major

War

research universities.

This decision to imitate larger, more
differentiated institutions

would

entail

not only developing graduate programs
in the arts

would

and sciences

in all probability

that eventually

overshadow

undergraduate counterparts, but

their

also establishing such graduate professional schools as law and medicine that
also

would

distract attention

from under-

graduate education. This alternative

would

constitute a break with what
have described as the distinctive identity

of

1

this institution

—

a transition that

other major universities have made,

though viewing

ment

traditions.
this

it

as a further develop-

rather than a break with their

To

put

option would

my position sharply,
my view be a pre-

in

scription for disaster, diffusing our re-

II

The end of

sources rather than building on our

by

established strengths.

road will be a university as distin-

The second option is to continue
more or less as we are: a small in-

guished as any in the world but also a
university with the distinctive virtues
that have characterized this institution

stitution offering excellent

of-

from

its

origins.

ferings across an impressive range of

pursuing

disciplines, including engineering, with

invite all of

this

I

find the prospect of

path exhilarating, and

you

to join

small, high-quality professional pro-

a share of the load in

grams

goal that

in architecture,

music. This option
very attractive

is

business, and
for

—except

many

that

able in the literal sense that

it is

still:

hope we

of us

Odell Lovett put
this institution,

held as a static achievement. Institutions

do not stand

I

unten-

cannot be

it

this

—

undergraduate

good graduate

education, reasonably

this third option.

they either advance

rank"; and as

1

adding now, a

it

me

in

moving toward

all

at the

we would

agree

cultivates the special virtures for

human and

first

seventy-five years.

gradually retreat to admirable, even
in

time are

no more than mediocre.

The

is to move ahead
developing further the

third option

vigorously

in

double identity

that has characterized

this institution

from

be both a liberal

its

founding:

George Rupp

to

arts college offering

an

unsurpassed undergraduate education and

major university with distinctive programs in research, scholarship, and professional accomplishment; and to be
a

both of those kinds of institutions
full

strength and in

ways

that

in

mutually

reinforce each other. This option has
the great virtue of allowing us to focus

on what we have always done
best
namely, highly personal, even
intimate, yet also unquestionably

—

rigorous education of undergraduate
students. At the same time it invites
and encourages and even requires us to
develop distinctive programs of graduate
study and research, programs that target
areas in which our relatively small scale
offers a comparative advantage and

thereby allows us to attract the

members to which
become accustomed
and without which we would not be able

outstanding faculty
this university

has

to recruit the first-rate students

we

whom

enroll.

I am convinced that we are taking
measured strides down the path indicated

in

which

Rice has become justly renowned

beloved, attainments that

first

first-rate university that

through the disciplined investment of
financial resources or they

a

Edgar
opening of

share: as

"a university of the
think

I

carrying

in its

13

amounts and disclosures

Auditors' Report

statements.

made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
significant estimates

We

have audited the accompanying
balance sheet of William Marsh Rice
University (a nonprofit Texas corporation)
statements of changes in fund balances

and current funds revenues, expenditures
and other changes for the year then ended.
financial statements are the respon-

sibility

of the university's management.

an opinion
on these financial statements based on
responsibility

is

to express

conducted our audit

in

our opinion, the financial statements

referred to above present fairly, in

that

we

of William

Marsh Rice University

ment.

An

test basis,

audit includes examining,

evidence supporting the

as

of June 30. 1988. and the changes in

its

fund balances and current funds revenues,
expenditures and other changes for the year
then ended, in conformity with generally

plan and

statements are free of material misstate-

all

material respects, the financial position

accordance

perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial

be-

basis for our opinion.

with generally accepted auditing standards.

Those standards require

We

our audit provides a reasonable

accepted accounting principles.

our audit.

We

financial statement presentation.
lieve that

In

as of June 30, 1988. and the related

Our

in the financial

audit also includes assess-

ing the accounting principles used and

To the Board of Governors.
William Marsh Rice University:

These

An

ARTHUR ANDERSEN &

on a

September 30. 1988

CO.

-

Balance

!

wSheet

June 30. 1988, with Comparative Totals

at

June 30, 1987 (Dollars

in

Thousands)
1988

1987

Current

Endowment and

Plont

Loan

Funds

Similor Funds

Funds

Funds

Combined

Combined

ASSETS
CASH, RECEIVABLES

AND OTHER

ASSETS:

Cash

$

Accounts receivable
Loans, net of allowance foi doubtful accounts
in

1988 ond $325

in

of

587

$

-

$

3,792

16,107

1,630

131

-

$-

587

$

$

1,089

19,899

4,943

5,142

5,494

$530

-

1987

Ofhei assets

6,009

16,238

—

5,142

5,142

1,761

1,973

27,389

13,499

l^

INTERFUND RECEIVABLE (PAYABLE):
Inteiest-beanng

endowment fund odvonces

INVESTMENTS

Totol

LIABILITIES

(8,619)

(1,677)

(11,916)

(6,694)

1,448

16,965

(1,423)

(15,313)

288

(Notes 3 ond 7)

EDUCATIONAL PLANT

10,493

17,162

(197)

Noninferest-beonng advances

(Note 6)

assets

620,525

—

—

$23,262

$635,340

$ 8,212

5,627

(229)

17

3,031

168,089

$155,807

$4,930

—

—

623,861

510,453

168,089

158,453

$819,339

$682,405

13,839

),190

AND FUND BALANCES

LIABILITIES:
Accounts poyoble and accrued

liobilifies

Annuity funds

$-

5,911

>,067

9,750

12,257

3,177

3,177

3,420

—
—

4,305

4,305

3,846

3,455

1,753

8,652

6,917

291,837

238,812

157,196

124,324

136,923

112,131

37,846

30,787

5,911

8,212

Totol liabilities

COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

1,538

(Note

FUND BALANCES:
U.S.

Government ond pnvote gfonts refundable

University funds

Unrestiicted

4,305

internally designated

3,846

—
—

Restricted

6,899

—

Income unrestncted endowment
Income

restricted

endowment

Unrestricted funds functioning os
Restricted funds functioning as

endowment

endowment

Unexpended plant funds
Net investment
Total

in

plant

fund balances

Total liobilities

See notes

to finonciol

and fund balances

statements.

—
—
—
—
—
—

291,837
157,196

136,923
37,846

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
4,692

—
—
—
—
—

151,115

4,692

4,599

151,115

141,398

15,050

623,802

155,807

4,930

799,589

670,148

$23,262

$635,340

$155,807

$4,930

$819,339

$682,405

-

Statement of Changes in Fund Balances
For the year ended June 30, 1988, with Comparative Totals for 1987 (Dollars

Thousands)

in

1988

1987

Endowment and
Current Funds

Similo r Funds

Unrestricted

Designoted

Plant Funds

Functioning

Internally

Restricted

Endowment

$11,075

$

as

Endowment

Unexpended

Investment

Loan

in Plant

Funds

Combined

Combined

REVENUES AND OTHER ADDITIONS:
$35,713

Investment income (Notes 3 and 7)

—

Realized gains on investments (Note 3)
Gifts

2,495

ond bequests (Note 2)

16,553

and fees

Tuition

4,267

Grants and contracts

16

Unrestricted revenues of auxiliory enterprises

Additions to investment

in

Repayment
Interest

—

2,523

—

in

1988)

odvonces from endowment funds

on loans receivable

4,254

33,334

9,761

—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

—

—
—

—
_

1,204

92

73,264

4,358

31,629

Educational and general expenditures

56,776

4,034

29,528

Auxiliary enterprises expenditures

16,226

658

546

revenues ond other addihons

85,699

37,588

for

Repoyment
Interest

of

338
331

1,657

—
—
—

$

—

$

279

—
—
—

plant facilities

odvonces from endov^menf funds

on endovument fund advances

—
—
-

—
—
-

—
—
—

_
_
—
—

—
-

—
-

—
—
—

—
—

323

276

—
—

2,602

13,035

_
—

_
—

_
—

4,669

2,140

—
—

EXPENDITURES AND OTHER DEDUCTIONS:

Expended

$

106

—
—
—
—
—

12,433

—
_
449

Other
Tofol

$

3,655

16,807

516

4,124

71,814

$

55,725

$

42,608

105,479

52,995

17,847

23,098

19,076

17,227

21,074

18,344

14,303

14,028

12,433

7,753

323

313

$5,624 charged

funds expenditures

of

115

—
—

plant-

Direct expenditures (including
fo current

13,787

$

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

323
482

—

—
239

239

258

27

2,048

2,627

372

248,547

179,251

90,338

83,327

17,430

16,502

6,809

2,683

323

313

612

719

_
—
—
—
130

Amortizotion of auxiliary and educational
service focilities

Retirement of plant assets

Loon cancellations and collection costs

Refunded to grantors
lotol

expenditures and other deductions

73,002

323

10

30,084

4,692

—
—

—
—
—

—
—

4,669

2,945

3,318

—

2,995

—

323

1,165

2,995

2,732

10

396

34

266

266

—

119,106

—
107,475

TRANSFERS AMONG FUNDS
ADDITIONS (DEDUCTIONS):
MondaloryUndesignated

gifts

Provision for plant

(Note 2)

improvements (Note 6)

(3,501)

—
—

—
—

—

3,501

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

3,459

-

-

-

(3,459)

-

-

-

-

-

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

_
—
—

—
—
—

(118)

118

Funding of unrestricted current expenditures
for

equipment

Funding of principal and interest payments
for plonf additions

Other voluntary transfers, net
Total

tronsfers

(805)

703
(262)

NET INCREASE FOR THE YEAR

—

FUND BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF YEAR

FUND BALANCE AT END OF YEAR

See notes

to financial

statements.

725

(30)

725

(30)

805
80

198

(1,110)

(369)

(1,068)

436

1

1

391

1,515

85,897

31,851

93

9,717

129,441

71,776

4,305

3,455

5,384

363,136

142,918

4,599

141,398

4,953

670,148

598,372

$ 4,305

$3,846

6,899

$449,033

$174,769

$ 4,692

$151,115

$4,930

$799,589

$670,148

$

(23)

-

-

-

Statement of Current Rinds Revenues, Expenditures and Other Changes
For the year ended June 30, 1988, with Comparative Totals for 1987 (Dollars

Thousands)

in

1988

1987

Internolly

Unrestricted

Designated

Restricted

Combined

Combined

$11,075

$ 46,903

$36,954

19,076

17,227

11,441

14,775

13,442

4,661

5,594

5,102

2,280

4,775

5,597
1,861

REVENUES:
Educationoi and general

Endowment income (Notes 3 ond
Tuition

933

ond bequests (Note 2)

2,495

Departmental soles and services

and genemi

Auxiliary enterprises

lotal

revenues

—

—
—
—

378

1,123

67

1,568

71

81

4

156

229

59,477

3,842

29,528

92,847

80,412

Ottiei sources

Totol educationoi

115
2,523

3,334

contracts

gmnts and contmcts

Private

$

16,553

Govemment gmnts and

Gifts

$35,713

7)

and fees

13,787

516

546

14,849

14,611

73,264

4,358

30,074

107,696

95,023

25,000

3,200

10,525

38,725

35,290

14,830

14,830

13,631

1,033

1,033

926

450

144

4,377

4,155

EXPENDITURES:
Educotionol and general
Instmction and deportmental reseorcti

—
—

Sponsored reseorcti
Ottier

sponsored programs

—
—

3,783

Library

7,659

2

2,420

10,081

9,129

Student services

2,341

41

38

2,420

2,342

Operation ond maintenance of plont

8,856

99

408

9,363

9,297

General administration

6,709

227

84

7,020

6,332

2,428

15

46

2,489

2,225

56,776

4,034

29,528

90,338

83,327

Scholorstiips

Institutionoi

and fellowships

development

Total educotionol

ond generol

Auxiliary enterprises

Total

expenditures

16,226

658

546

17,430

16,502

73,002

4,692

30,074

107,768

99,829

TRANSFERS AND ADDITIONS (DEDUCTIONS):
Mondalory transfers
Undesignated

(Note 2)

gifts

Provision for plant

(118)

improvements (Note 6)

725

3,357

Voluntary transfers, net

—

—

(3,501)

(30)

(118)

(73)

(3,501)

(2,745)

4,052

8,223

Other odditions (deductions)

Amount

of restricted receipts over transfers to

Refunded

—

Net transfers and additions (deductions)

Net increase

See notes

to financial

in

1,555

revenues

to grantors

fund bolnnces

statements.

725

(262)

$-

$

391

1,515

-

(10)

5,518

1,978

1,515

$

113

1,555

(10)

$

1,906

$

712

Notes to Financial Statements

Summary

(1)

of significant accounting

JUNE 30,

1988
Basis of accountingThe financial statements of William Marsh Rice
University (the University) have been prepared in

accordance with generally accepted accountmg principles for colleges and universities. Accordingly,
the financial statements have

been prepared on the

accrual basis of accounting, except for depreciation
of educational plant facilities, as explained below.

Limitations and restrictions placed on the use of
available resources are recognized in the financial

statements through the use of fund accounting. Fund

by which resources are
and reporting purposes into
separate funds in accordance with specified objectives or activities. Funds having similarcharacteristics
together with all related financial transactions have
accounting

is

a procedure

classified for accounting

IN

restricted

endowments may be expended only

m

been combined into fund groups

the

accompany-

ment income may be expended for any purpose
approved by the board of governors.
The board of governors has designated certain
restricted

and unrestricted funds to function as

endowment
endowment
nors and (b)

income over current expenditures. The principal of
may be expended, but only in accordance with the original specifications of the donor
Investment income from these funds is also subject
to the same restrictions as the original gifts. The
principal of unrestricted funds functioning as en-

dowment

is

totals

only Certain of the

at the discretion

of the board

Generally, income from unrestricted endowment
and similar funds is reported as revenue of the
unrestricted current fund, and income from re-

the fund to

summarized

spendable

of governors.

stricted

provide a basis for comparison with 1988 and

comprised of (a) restricted current
fund by the board of goverany excess of restricted investment

are

these funds

The financial information shown for 1987 in
the accompanying financial statements is included
presents

funds. Restricted funds functioning as

gifts transferred to this

ing financial statements.

to

for the

purpose specified by the donor; unrestricted endow-

policies-

endowment and

similar funds

is

reported in

which it is restricted. However, investment income from developed real estate and oil and
gas properties equal to amortization of the proper-

1987 financial information has been reclassified to

endowment funds for the
purpose of asset recovery In addition, 27'/:%

conform with current year presentation.

($1,203,000 for 1988) of the net receipts from

ties is retained in the

and gas royalties are retained

Current funds-

stricted

The statement of current funds revenues, expenditures and other changes is a statement of financial
activities of current

funds related to the current

reporting period.

does not purport to present the

It

income or loss for the period as would a statement
of income or a statement of revenues and expenses.
net

The

unrestricted current fund

is

used to account

for those transactions related to the University's

operating budget as approved by the board of

governors and for certain resources which have been
designated for specific purposes by the University
administration. These latter items are presented

under the internally designated caption. With the
exception of the internally designated fund balance,
it is the policy of the board of governors to transfer
any net increase in the unrestricted current fund
balance for the year to unrestricted funds func-

tioning as

The

endowment.
is

used

to

account for

funds expended for current operations but restricted

by donors or other external sources for specific
purposes. Restricted current fund receipts are

when expended.

accounted for as expenditures of the current funds.

Equipment expenditures of the unrestricted current
fund are funded by a transfer from that portion of
unrestricted funds functioning as

Plant fundsamounts in the educational
unexpended gifts, grants, income and administratively designated funds which
Plant funds consist of

plant together with

are held for acquisition, replacement or construction

of physical properties.

Note

value

Endowment funds

are generally subject to

with advances from

disposition of the investments are accounted for as

income
lated

Endowment funds

are either

income unrestricted as stipuby the donor Investment income from income
restricted or

endowment funds

are depreci-

ated over their estimated useful lives. Although no

other educational plant assets are depreciated,

it

is

the University's policy to retire capitalized equip-

ment

at the rate

of 6y<'7c per year.

Certain capital projects and major maintenance
interest-bearing advances from unrestricted funds

functioning as endowment.
capital

The advances

for

and major maintenance projects bear interest

ranging primarily from

4%

to \\9c.

September 1988. the Financial Accounting
Standards Board released Statement of Financial
Accounting Standards No. 99 (Deferral of the
Effective Date of Recognition of Depreciation by
Not-for-Profit Organizations). The statement, which
required to be adopted not later than fiscal year
all

not-for-profit organizations to

impact of

this

statement and intends to adopt the

statement no later than 1991.

and only the income

be expended. Gains and losses arising from the
in principal.

is

market

recognize the cost of utilizing long-lived tangible
assets. The University is currently evaluating the

similar funds-

the principal be invested

plant

fair

date of donation in the case of gifts.

1991, requires

the restrictions of gift instruments requiring that

changes

at the

and

Auxiliary and educational service facilities financed

endowment

6.

Endowment and

The educational

stated at cost for purchased assets

is

in

after the related properties

are fully amortized.

In

Current funds used to purchase equipment are

described

oil

income unre-

projects for auxiliary enterprises are funded with

restricted current fund

reported as revenues

endowment fund

in the

Loan fundsLoan funds include

(

1 )

gifts

and grants which are

limited by donors for the purpose of

making loans

to

students or faculty, (2) the National Direct Student

Loan Program financed primarily by

the federal

government and administered by the University and
(3) advances to the loan funds from unrestricted
funds functioning as endowment. The interest received on student loans financed by advances from
unrestricted funds functioning as

repaid to the

endowment

funds.

endowment

is

The following

and bequests-

(2) Gifts

summarizes investment

tabulation

performance (excluding unrealized gains from marIt is

the policy of the University to include gifts

ket appreciation) for the year

ended June 30, 1988:

as revenues or additions to the appropriate fund

when

balances only

received. Gifts and bequests

Realized Gains

without any designated obligatory use are required
to be

added

to

endowment, according

Investment Income

interpretation of the University's charter

These

gifts

to the

endowment

funds.
at

Other

Endowment and

Other

Similar Funds

Funds

Similar Funds

Funds

,105,426,000

$331,000

$42,021,0

Marketoble securities
Wholly owned corporotions

Pledges outstanding

Endowment and
Current Funds

are recorded as revenues of the unrestricted current

fund and as mandatory transfers

Oil

2,922,000

ond gas properties

3,451,0

1,203,000

140,000

as follows:
U7,027,0i

$

The above
Totol current

403,000

funds

Endowment funds

2,161,000

Plont funds

2,203,000

fund future University obligations.

(6)

at

Lite

market value

at

at

cost at date of acqui-

date of donation in

the case of gifts, except for investments in

wholly

owned corporations which are accounted for in the
endowment funds under the equity method. Property taxes and maintenance costs on undeveloped

have been capitalized (accu-

mulated costs of approximately S2. 200, 000
June 30. 1988).

Most income

at

participate in

two

earned on the assets to designated beneficiaries

owns the assets and pays an annuity
included with endowment and similar funds.
The assets of certain other life income funds
University

investment pools which

not participate in such pools, are maintained on a
separate investment basis. Other
for

endowment funds

investment purposes

accompanying

liabilities in the

sity

various trusts

in

Reol estate

authorized by the board of governors.

Other assets

which the Univer-

$39,931,000

10% of unrestircted endowment income has been made from unrestricted

endowment. The provision

Undeveloped

($774,318,000 market value)

real

estate

Mortgoge loons

Oil

owned

corporations, of underlymg equity

and gos properties (net

(399, 000)

liabilities

Substantially
pate in a

all

employees are

$26,410,000)

eligible to partici-

defined contribution retirement plan which

is

6,738,000

sity's

2,025,000

1988 were recorded as expenditures of the unre-

administered by an outside agency. The Univercontributions to the plan of $2,761 ,000

The contributions

stricted current fund.
of

1,236,000

University and the plan participants,

in

custody by the University's custodial bank.

102%

of the daily market value of the

As of June 30, 1988, securities with a
market value of $190,367,000 were loaned through
this program. Investment income includes approximately $449,000 earned from securities loaned
securities.

1988.

who

(8)

Commitments and continj^encies-

There are several

each participant.

and claims pending

at this

time; however, officials of the

University and legal counsel believe that the

mate

are fully

suits

against the University, the effect of which cannot be

estimated

of the

vested, are applied to individual annuities issued to
$623,861,000

in

Retirement plans-

5,727,000

of

occumuloted omortizotion

tS)

$590,944,000
17,191,000

loaned securilies-

All loaned securities are collateralized with letters

in

estate

improvements

The Uni\ersit\ participates in a securities lending
program administered by a broker using securities

greater than
191,000

$42,609,000

reol

tor these

June 30. 1988.

(7) Collateral for

Recorded

Developed

at

of credit held by the custodial bank and equal to or

less-Reloted

Morketnlile securities

$4,964,000

2,886,000

June 30. 1988. are as follows:

Amount

improvements, a transfer

a provision for plant

equal to approximately

held

vestments are made within established guidelines

(10,418,000)

facilities

market) and

in the
Marketable securities

at

financial statements.
at

3,966,000

current funds to unrestricted funds functioning as

has a remainder interest are as follows:

general investment pool for unrestricted funds. In-

Investments

As

IS

in the

56,570,000

progress

$168,089,000

the ultimate distributions to

At June 30. 1988, the assets (valued

in

Less-Allowonce for amortization of auxihoiy

in

the University of the.se remainder interests are not

recorded

and libmry books

furniture

and educational service

The

common

Construction

108,464,000

are

which the University has a remainder interest arc
in various trusts, some of which are administered by a subsidiary of the University.

9,507,000

$

Buildings and improvements

Equipmenf

Such payments terminate at a time specihed m the
agreements, usually upon the deaths of the designated beneficiaries. Life income funds in which the

determinable and, theretbre. the assets are not

on a market value basis. Those income
restricted funds, which by the terms of the gifts may

June 30, 1988, are as follows:

Land

income

the

amounts and timing of

are operated

commingled

amounts of

endowment funds,
endowment and
funds functioning as endowment

restricted

Educational plant-

which are

gifts

held

restricted funds functioning as

unrestricted

from

arise

periodically pay specified

Investments are recorded

real estate interests

income funds

8%.

Property and equipment of the educational plant

income funds-

subject to the requirement that the University

Investments-

the actuarial present values of vested

plan benefits was

(4) Life

sition or fair

detenmning

tabulation includes approximately

$124,000 investment income earned by auxiliary
enterprise investments and 5160,000 reserved to

$4,767,01

pledges

Totnl

Wliollv

$331,000

$105,148,000

$444,C

$ 8,538,000

3,000

400,000

Restritted

are

(578,000)

funds-

Unrestritled

some

300,000

gifts, are
Other investments

(3)

t444,C

4,273,000

5

117,0

June 30, 1988, which will

be recorded as revenues upon receipt of the

Current

(Losses), Net

to a legal

liability, if any, will

ulti-

not be material to the

University's financial position.

The University was commited under

contracts at

June 30, 1988, for capital improvements and major

The University

also has a defined benefit retire-

maintenance of approximately $8,4.5 ,000 to be
financed primarily from funds functioning as en1

ment plan administered by
covering participants

ment

the

same outside agency

who began

benefits prior to July

1

,

receiving retire-

1976, and certain other

employees. The University was not required to make

any contributions to

this

plan in 1988.

On May

26,

1988, the board of governors approved the termination of the defined benefit retirement plan,
will be replaced
to

which

by a new defined contribution plan

be combined with the existing plan. As of the

most recent benefit information date. June 30, 1988,
sum of the plan's assets of $1 ,005 ,000 exceeded

the

the actuarially

computed value of vested

benefits

by $198,000. The assumed rate of return used

in

dowment and

gifts.

in the unrestricted

Commitments

of 5 .074,000
1

current funds and $1,1 80,000 in

the restricted current fund

were also outstanding

at

June 30, 1988.

The fund balance of unrestricted funds functionendowment includes a $5,000,000 provision

ing as

for contingencies at

June 30, 1988.

expended from

balance,

this

transfers of unrestricted

maintain the balance

at

were necessary during

it

is

If

funds are

replenished by

endowment income
$5,000,000.

fiscal

1988.

to

No transfers

)

Board of Governors

IVustees Emeriti

December

Herbert Allen

1.

198S

Howard

B. Keck
Chairman of the Board
Superior Oil

Director and Consultant

Cameron

Charles W. Duncan,

Jr.

Chair of Rice Board of Governors

Chairman of the Board
Duncan. Cook & Company

Josephine E. Abercrombie
Vice Chair of Rice Boiird of
Governors
Director. Josephine Abercrombie
Interests
J.

Evans Attwell
Attorney.

Vinson

20

Managing Partner

& Elkins

L. Cox
Independent Oil Operator

John

Works

Baine

&

President (Retired)

American Commercial Lines.

Harry

In

Chavanne

J.

ARCO

Chairman of the Executive
Committee
H & C Communications, Inc.
Kelley, Jr.
Federal Reserve Board

President (Retired)

&

Allshouse

CEO

First Interstate

Bank of Texas

James A. Elkins

III
Senior Vice President
First City National Bank

O'Connor

S.

Judge of the

& Associates

Governor Advisors
Judy Ley Allen

Moore

President

Martin .Moore.
S.

Richard A. Chapman
Senior Member

& Director (Retired)

I.

Inc.

Morris

Architect

&
Murphy

Ryan

Cannady. Jackson

Walter D.

Senior Vice President
HCB Contractors

Ralph W. Noble

II

President, (Retired)

Milchem.

Inc.

America

T. Lacey
Architect

Thomas

S.
President
Halliburton

McMurtry

Partner

Technology Venture Investors

William

W

Thomas D. Smith

S

James

Former President

Company

.\lumni Governors
Carolyn Douglas Devine

Joyce Pounds Hardy

Farish

III

Farish

&

Co.

W Glanville

Vice President and Treasurer
Rice Llniversity

Catherine C. Hannah
Hargrove

James

W

Financial Consultant

Gerald D. Hines

Paul N. Howell

Director of Planning

Paula Meredith Mosle

M. Kenneth Oshman
Founder & Foniier President

Gerald D. Hines Interests

Jerry McCleskey

Company

Company

President

Teacher, Writer

Chemicals & Pigment
Department
E. I. DuPont de Nemours

S.

Cruikshank

Haylett O'Neill.
Exxon (Retired)

ROL.M

President

Louisa Stude Sarofim

Construction

President

Miner-Dederick Companies

President

Baker &Botts

Court

12(ith District

(Retired)

George R. Miner

General Package Corpiiration &
Automatic Canteen Compan\ of

Neal

Mega

James R. Meyers

John W. Cox

Thomas Eubank

&

Company

Trust

Botts

Technical Staff
Texas Instruments, Inc.

Partner

J.

President

The Liberty National Bank

&

Investments

Chairman and

Burton

W McLean

J.

Pat H.

D. Kent Anderson

Board

Exxon Minerals Corp.

Retired

Partner

the

Company

WiHiam M. McCardell

Principal

Term Members
J. D. Bucky Allshouse

Liedtke

Pennzoil

(Retired)

James U. Teague

J.

Hugh

Chairman of

Partner

Ralph O'Connor

Shaffer. Bennett

Investments
J.

Edward W.

Ralph

Chief Executive

Wendel D. Ley

Falcon Seaboard. Inc.

T. Trotter
Investments

&

Officer (Retired)

H. Malcolm Lovett

Jack

Kieschnick

F.

President

Oveta Culp Hobby
(Mrs. William P.

Baker

Company

Pennzoil

William

Banker & Investor
Chavanne Enterprises

Chaimian of the Board

Katz

Kerr

P.

Chairman of
Executive Committee

Theodore N. Law

C. M. Hudspeth
Law Partner
De Lange. Hudspeth.
Pitman

Iron

E. D. Butcher

TVustees

(Retired)

Company

Chamiian of the Board
Howell Corporation

&

Carl

Illig

Attomey-at-Law

Mary

E. Johnston

Board of Editors (Retired)
Fortune Magazine

Jack

S. Josey
President
Lenoir M. Jo.sey, Inc.

J.

Jr.

Corporation

Howard Rambin
Chairman of the Board

(Retired)

Te.xaco. Inc.

David

L.

Rooke

Executive Vice President

Dow Chemical Company
Frank B. Ryan

CEO
Contex Electronics.

Inc.

Harry K. Smith
Chaimian of the Board

(Retired)

Big Three Industries

Louis D. Spaw,

Jr.

Chairman of the Board
Spaw-Glass Construction.

Inc.

Karl C. ten Brink
General Manager (Retired)
Texaco, Inc.

James

O. Winston, Jr.
Former Director
Row les, Winston Company

Benjamin N. Woodson
Chaimian of the Board (Retired)
American General Companies

Helen

S.

Worden
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